
IN DEFENCE OF HEALTH FREEDOM
PART OF THE NHPPA’S FREEDOM IN CRISIS LECTURE TOUR

Whole Life Expo lecturer, Shawn Buckley, is one of Canada’s few constitutional
and criminal lawyers with expertise to explain the laws extinguishing our free-
dom to choose vitamin, mineral, herbal and traditional natural health products.
Hear about the latest developments threatening to end the natural health industry as
we have known it. Our government's approach has already led to the restriction of tens
of thousands of natural health products. He is lecturing across Canada to engage every
natural health advocate and industry stakeholder to stand up for their rights.

WHOLE LIFE EXPO SUNDAYNOVEMBER 28
3:00 PM - 5:00 PM LECTURE HALL 206 ABCD
SHAWN ISAVAILABLE FOR QUESTIONS DURING THE SHOWAT BOOTH 76.



NHPPA Headquarters Kamloops, BC 1.250.377.4930 Canadian NHPPA satellite offices, everywhere.

BREAK THE CHAIN
OF COMPROMISE.

People who rely on natural remedies for their
wellbeing, and those who want to choose natural

health products over chemical pharmaceuticals, are
being prevented from doing so. Classifying Natural
Health Products (NHPs) as drugs, is costing lives.

The government says this is for our ‘safety’ but
NHPs have not caused a single recorded death in

Canada’s history. Given the known risks associated
with pharmaceutical drugs the most vital safety

question for citizens to be asking is ‘how many deaths
will the NHP Regulations cause?’

The current regulations put both our health and our constitu-
tional freedoms at risk. Your choice to comply or defy has

become an ethical issue. If you do nothing, you say ‘yes’ to
the criminalization of natural products under the NHP regula-

tions. If you say ‘no’ and act, you use your democratic power for
change. We need Canadians who respect natural health, traditional

medicines and personal freedom to build civic muscle. Unite and join
the movement to break the chain of regulatory compromise.

REVERSING THE EROSION OF OUR RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
REQUIRES SOLUTIONS... HERE’S OURS:

FIRST: SUSPEND THE CURRENT NHP REGULATIONS.
The loss of products must stop.

SECOND: SUPPORT OUR LEGAL CHALLENGE.
We believe the NHP Regulations are unconstitutional.

THIRD: HAVE GOVERNMENT ADOPT THE CHARTER OF HEALTH FREEDOM.
It lets them protect us from actual risks, while protecting our personal rights.

LEARN MORE AT:
NHPPA.ORG
CHARTEROFHEALTHFREEDOM.ORG
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
WATCH US ON YOUTUBE


